Homework
Project
I developed this for my students during the coronavirus lockdown, but
entitled

, invites students to imagine themselves as

In many ways the philosopher experiences herself as an alien (or in the
mad compulsion to think estranges her from common sense and shared
investigations.

a small and unassuming planet named earth. We know that there is life on

sample size.
(a)
Experiments in alien thinking –
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1.

the sky is beneath you. Imagine that your body is stuck to the
ground and that you are looking down at the passing clouds
down at the ceiling.)

2.
3.

In your head try to count up to 10 and down
from 10 at the same time.
palm of the other. Try to notice the two separate sensations of
touching and being touched. What do you feel? One sensation
or two?

4.
place, a cupboard for instance (you may need to do this at
you. Hold the mirror up to your face and look at the blackness
before you. Keep looking until you start to feel that you are
looking at yourself, that you have become the darkness.

5.

6.

Imagine that your household is suspended
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20.
control of the mind and let it do its own thing.
awake. Close your eyes and imagine a sycamore seed spinning
towards the ground from a great height. From this image let
your mind wander, not guiding it in any particular direction,
but allowing any manner of strange image to arise and evolve.
Try to have a waking dream.

If you could do it, describe what it was like.

Students are asked to investigate three behavioural oddities of Homo
and understanding of these behaviours –
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40 imaginative philosophy lessons, the
own analyses –
complete lockdown project and other
versatile ideas can all be found in
“Thinking Beans: A Year of Classroom
Philosophy Lessons”, price £11.99 or
"ve copies for £50 at
www.thephilosophyman.com/shop
earthlings in your household.

the following:
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action regarding the future relationship with earth: ignore it, learn
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Purpose

Purpose
Topic Aristotle wrote that when an eye loses its sight it is no longer

Props A fork, for illustrative purposes
Action Tell a story of three Chinese explorers who travelled to Italy
in the 15th century and encountered a new and unfamiliar object:

Mermaid), while the third believed it was a tool for eating with.
Which explorer was right?
When it is being used as a hairbrush,
does it become a hairbrush?
Is it many things or just one thing?
Is it always a fork (a thing for eating
with) no matter how it is used?
If it becomes the thing it is being used as,
If one of the explorers is using one of the objects as a
hairbrush while another explorer is using another one to
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even present an uncommon kitchen utensil and ask the class to guess what
nature and identity is determined by how it is used or by something else
for those who answer that all three explorers were right and that use
intrinsic nature.

Action

) is in the

tired and wishes to rest. Mistaking the entomologist for a bench, he
sits on her.
Is a bench?
When being used as a bench, does become a bench?
When being used as a bench, is still a human?
Is both a human and a bench?
Can only tell us what she is?
If consented to being used as a bench,
would she then be a bench?
Action Tell the story of a lazy couple who hated washing up. So
contemptuous were they of the chore, they decided to have a child
just so they could raise it to wash the dishes. Since their surname was
Washer, they naturally named the child Dish, and from her earliest

Is Dish Washer a dish washer?
Is Dish Washer the creation of her parents?
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Purpose

Does Dish Washer have a purpose?
Do your parents determine your purpose?
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Other Titles Published By
The Philosophy Man
guides to practising philosophy for children.

explains the
most common methods

show how
to make thinking physical
to promote engagement.

Philosophy Circles explains
how to embed philosophy
in your curriculum.
Written with Tom

from thinking
to
in. It transforms metacognition from a nice
idea in theory to an everyday part of learning and teaching.

For consultancy and training in schools, or to buy these titles, go to:
www.thephilosophyman.com
or

